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CONCORDANCES OF METRICS
OF POSITIVE SCALAR CURVATURE

PAWEL GAJER

Spaces of metrics of positive scalar curvature are studied mod-
ulo a concordance relation. It is shown that the set of concordance
classes of metrics with positive scalar curvature on a closed manifold
of dimension > 6 depends only on the dimension, the first Stiefel-
Whitney class of the manifold, and the cokernel of a homomorphism
πι{Mn) -» KO(S2). In addition, for every nonnegative integer / the
/th concordance group of metrics of positive scalar curvature is de-
fined and it is shown that for a spin manifold the group is nontrivial
when n + i = 4k + 3, Sk, 8A: + 1, k > 1.

Two metrics go a n d g\ with positive scalar curvature on Mn are
concordant, written g0 — Si > if there is a metric g of positive scalar
curvature on Mn x [0, 1] such that g\Mnx{i} = Si f ° r * = 0, 1, and
g is a product near Mn x d[0, 1]. It is easy to see that concordance
is an equivalence relation. The set of its equivalence classes on the
space PSC(ΛF) of metrics of positive scalar curvature on Mn will be
denoted by π^(Ψ§C(Mn)). For n > 3 the connected sum operation
induces a group structure on πg(PSC(5π)) [G], It will be proved that
for every simply-connected spin manifold Mn of dimension n > 6
the group acts freely and transitively on π^{ΫSC{Mn)). This is a
special case of the following result.

THEOREM 2.L Let Mn be a closed manifold of dimension n > 6.
There exists a group depending only on the dimension, the first Stiefel-
Whitney class of Mn, and the cokernel of the homomorphism

n2{Mn) -+ KO(S2) given by [φ]^[φ*TMn]

that acts freely and transitively on the set

The group occurring in the statement of Theorem 2.1 is essentially
Hajduk's obstruction group for the existence of metrics of positive
scalar curvature (for more details see §2 and [H2]).

Every smooth map g: [0, 1] —> PSC(ΛF) induces a concordance
between g(0) and g(l) [GL2, Proposition 4.43]. In other words,
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there is a surjective map πo(FSC(Mn)) -> π^(ΨSC(Mn)). For every
/ > 1, there exists an /th-dimensional counteφart πt(ΨSC(Mn)9 g) -»
π? (PSC(MW), g) of the map, which is a group homomorphism. The
groups π?(PSC(AfΛ), g) are called concordance groups of positive
scalar curvature metrics on Mn , with the base metric g. The follow-
ing theorem is one of the main results of this paper.

THEOREM 3.1. If Mn is a closed spin manifold, then π^(VSC(Mn)9g)
Φ 0 for every n + i = 4k + 3,Sk, Sk + 1, k > 1.

This is a refinement of the following theorem due to Hitchin: if
Mn is a closed spin manifold, then π/(PSC(MΛ)) Φ 0 for i = 0, 1
α/ίd Λ + / = 8fc, 8A: + 1, k > 1.

The paper is organized as follows. In §1 the notion of a handle
metric is introduced and it is proved that an arbitrary metric of pos-
itive scalar curvature is isotopic to one that decomposes into a sum
of a handle metric and a concordance (see Theorem 1.1). Section 2
contains the proof of Theorem 2.1. Concordance groups of positive
scalar curvature metrics are studied in §3.

I would like to thank Marek Lewkowicz for many valuable conver-
sations on deformations of metrics of positive scalar curvature. A
special thanks is due to Boguslaw Hajduk for sharing with me his
ideas on obstruction groups for the existence of metrics with positive
scalar curvature and for encouraging me during the preparation of this
paper.

1. Deformations of PSC metrics. In the section the notions of han-
dle and GL metrics are introduced and the following results on defor-
mations of positive scalar curvature metrics are proved.

THEOREM 1.1. Let Wn+ι be a bordism between closed manifolds
Mn and Nn. If Wn+ι has a handle decomposition without handles of
codimension less than three, then every metric g on Wn+ι of positive
scalar curvature and a product near the boundary is isotopic to one
which decomposes into the sum ^ U c of a handle metric gn and a
concordance c between g}j\Nn an^ S\NH

THEOREM 1.2. Let V* be a submanifold of Mn\d Mn of codimen-
sion greater than two with a trivial normal bundle. Every metric
of positive scalar curvature on Mn is isotopic to one which is GL
along V1.
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In this paragraph GL metrics along submanifolds are defined. Han-
dle metrics will appear later as a by-product of the following construc-
tion of GL metrics. Let Vi and Mn be as in Theorem 1.2. Let us first
consider the situation where V* is a point x. If n > 3, then it is pos-
sible to deform an arbitrary metric of positive scalar curvature on Mn

in a neighborhood D of x by the following Gromov-Lawson construc-
tion (cf. [GL1, the proof of Theorem A]). First we take a hypersurface
of revolution L in D x R+ with a metric of positive scalar curvature
on it which at the right end of L is of the form g^1 +dt2, where g^n

is the standard metric on the unit sphere Sk. Then we glue IF to
the end of L and extend the metric from L to Όn by the "torpedo"
metric gfp . The metric obtained in this way on Mn will be called GL
around x. Assume now that V* is a closed submanifold of Mn . We
say that a metric of a positive scalar curvature on Mn is GL along V1

if there is a neighborhood of V1 in Mn such that the metric induced
on the neighborhood is of the form gv + g^1, where g^1 is a GL
metric on the disk Bn~i and gy is a metric on V1 (not necessarily of
positive scalar curvature). If V1 has a nonempty boundary d V1, then
the GL metric along V1 is defined in the following way. Take ε > 0
such that the exponential map on ε-disk bundles vε(dVι) and vε{Vι)
of the normal bundles of d V1 and V1 in Mn is an embedding. In
the sequel these disk bundles will be identified with their images by
the exponential map. The normal bundle to dVl splits into the sum
v^yi)\avι ® s P a n W > where X is a field of outward vectors on dVι

orthogonal to v{Vl) and span(X) is the line bundle on dVι induced
by X. Consider a neighborhood v+^dV*) U i/β(Kθ of Vi in Mn,
with i/+ > β(aκ0 = {(υ, tX) e (z/(Fθθspan(X))nϊ/ ε(dFθ : ί > 0}. A
metric g of positive scalar curvature on Mn is GL along V* if there
exists εo Ξ (0, ε) such that the restriction of g to the neighborhood

/ Ui/ β o (F / ) of Vi is of the form

(8\dV + SGIM\DI~^) U (SV + SGL) •

The proof of Theorem 1.2 in the case when V1 is a closed subman-
ifold of Mn follows exactly the proof of Theorem 2' in [G]. When
V1 has a nonempty boundary one has to deform a given metric on
v+f€(dVl) and vε(Vι) at the same time using the technique of the
proof of Theorem 2'.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let Wn+ι be as in Theorem 1.1. The mod-
ification of a given metric of positive scalar curvature on WnJtl to a
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handle one (which will be defined along the proof) will have an in-
ductive character; with induction on the number of handles of Wn+ι.
The inductive step follows.

Let Wn+X = (Mn x /) Uj HM , where j : d(D / + 1) x D"-* -+ Mn x
{1} is the gluing map for Hi+ι, and let g be a metric of positive
scalar curvature on Wn+ι product in a neighborhood of the boundary.
Choose γ > 0 such that g is product in the collar Mn x [0, γ] of
Mn x {0} in M " x / . By an abuse of notation D / + 1 will denote the
disk (D / + 1 x {0}) Uj (j(d(W+ι x {0}) x (y/2, 1])), where D / + 1 x {0}
is the left disk of Hi+ι. We can apply Theorem 1.2 to the disk D / + 1

and deform g in a neighborhood v+9e(dW+1)U(Bi+ι) of D / + 1 to a
metric of the form

( # u - + # s z / + V / + i ) u {8^ι+ι+8^l)

There exist: μ > 0 and βo G (0, e) such that g restricted to
^ is of the form

If μ is small enough, then the metric can be isotoped to

This metric can be described in another way as follows. Embed
D / + 1 in R/ + 2 such that the induced on D / + 1 metric will be "torpedo".
Consider the embedding induced by the sequence of inclusions

D / + 1 x (-oo, 0] C R/ + 2 x (-oo, 0]

C R / + 2 x R c R / + 2 x R x Rπ-I>+1 = Rn+4

and put P = {x e R"+ 4 | dist(x, D / + 1 x (-00, 0]) = μ}. There exists
δ > 0 such that the metric induced by the Euclidean metric of R n + 4

on P = P Π (R/ + 2 x (-(5, 0] x R π - / + 1 ) will coincide with g' if we
smooth the corner along P n (R/+2 x {0} x R " " / + 1 ) . Let us now embed
R / + 2 x R x RΛ- / + 1 into R / + 2 x R x R/+1 x R and rotate D / + 1 in this
space around R / + 2 x {0} x RΛ-'+ 1 x {0} by π/2 radians. The trace
S of this rotation has as a boundary DLUDR, where DL and DR

are the images of D / + 1 in Rw + 4 before and after rotation. Let T be
a manifold obtained from D / + 1 x (—oo, 0] by gluing to D / + 1 x {0}
the trace of the rotation S along DL, and then gluing to the result-
ing manifold the product ((0O/ + 1 x (-oo, 0]) U D / + 1) x [0, δ) along
{dW+ι x (-oo, 0]) U DR, and smoothing the resulting corners. Con-
sider P' = {xe R"+ 4 | dist(jc ,T) = μ}. The rotation of D'+ 1 induces
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an isotopy between g1 and the metric induced by the Euclidean metric
of Rw + 4 on P'. Let us extend the isotopy to an isotopy between the
GL metric along D ί + 1 and a metric g. There exists e\ G (0, δ) such
that the metric gH induced on i/+>βo(0O/+1) U vεJβW+λ x [0, ε\))
by g has positive scalar curvature and is product near the bound-
ary. The metric induced by g on the complement of v+i€ (dBi+ι) u
v&Q(dW+l x [0, ε\j) is a concordance c between g}j\Nn a n ^ S\NH ^
where iVπ = d(Wn+1)\Mn . Hence # is isotopic to a metric ## U c.
The metric gjj is determined by g^r = 8\M"X{0}

 a n ( * # / + 1 in the
unique way only up to isotopy. Hence every metric isotopic to gπ
will be called in the sequel the handle metric induced by gM and the
handle HM . More generally, if (Mn x I)uHλo u uHλk is a handle
decomposition on Mn of a bordism Wn+ι without handles of codi-
mension less than three, then the inductive usage of the handle metric
construction produces a metric of positive scalar curvature on Wn+ι

which we shall call the handle metric induced by g and the handle
decomposition (Mn x /) U Hλo u U Hλk.

The next theorem is a straightforward consequence of the handle
metric construction.

SURGERY THEOREM ([GL1, SY, G]). Let (Mn, g) be a closed Rie-
mannian manifold with positive scalar curvature and let Wn+ι be a
bordism between Mn and Nn such that Wn+ι admits a handle de-
composition on Mn without handles of codimension less than three,
then there exists a metric with positive scalar curvature on WnJrX, which
extends g and is product on a collar of Mn u Nn.

The following result is a version of Theorem 1.1 for manifolds with
boundary.

THEOREM 1.3. Let Mn be a closed manifold with a handle decom-
position with all handles of codimension greater than two. Then every
concordance g between metrics go, gi of positive scalar curvature on
Mn is isotopic to a metric of the form (gπ + dt2) UcU g\M<2 > where
M<2 is the sum of handles of codimension < 2 and c is a concordance
on <9M<2.

The proof of Theorem 1.3 goes along the lines of the proof of The-
orem 1.1. Let Mn and g be as in Theorem 1.3. It is possible to
extend g from Mn x / to a metric g of positive scalar curvature on
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Mn x R putting on Mn x (-00, 0] and Mn x [1, +oo) the appropri-
ate product metrics. Then, using Theorem 1.2, one can inductively
deform g along the products ^ x R , where Ώ)λ* is an extended left
disk of hλ*, getting the required isotopy.

2. Concordances of PSC metrics. One of the basic corollaries of
the Surgery Theorem is that existence of a positive scalar curvature
metric on a manifold Mn depends on the 2-connected bordism class
of Mn. In this section it is shown that the set of concordance classes
of metrics with positive scalar curvature on Mn depends only on the
dimension, the first Stiefel-Whitney class of Mn , and the cokernel of
a homomorphism π2(Mn) -* KO(S2).

THEOREM 2.1. Let Mn be a closed manifold of dimension greater
than five. There exists a group depending only on the dimension, the
first Stiefel-Whitney class of Mn, and the cokernel of the homomor-
phism

n2{Mn) -> KO(S2) given by [φ]*-+[φ*TMn]

that acts on the set ^(PSCίAf11)) in a transitive and free way.

When Mn is simply-connected and spin, the group is g
In general the group is essentially Hajduk's obstruction group for the
existence of metrics of positive scalar curvature, which construction
will be described later.

A bordism Wn+ι between closed manifolds Mn and Nn is called
2-connected if the groups πi(Wn+i, Mn) and π, (FF / I + 1, Nn) are triv-
ial for ι = l , 2 .

PROPOSITION 2.2. If Mn and Nn are 2-connected bordant closed
manifolds of dimension greater than four, then the sets of concordance
classes of metrics of positive scalar curvature on Mn and Nn are in a
bijective correspondence.

The proof of Proposition 2.2 is based on the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.3. Let Wn+X be a bordism between Mn and Nn with a
handle decomposition on Mn without handles of codimension less than
three, and let go and g\ be two metrics of positive scalar curvature on
γyn+\ pro^uct in a collar of the boundary. If #OIΛΓ

 and g\\Mn a r e

concordant, then the metrics g$\N* and gχ\Nn are concordant as well.

Proof. Let c be a concordance between the metrics go\Mn a n c *
g\\M*. The metric goUcUgi on Wn+ιUMn(MnxI)UMn(-Wn+ι) has
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positive scalar curvature and is a product near the boundary. Since
Wn+ι is the 2-connected bordism, the manifold

\JMn (Mn x

is relatively 2-connected bordant to Nnxl. By the Surgery Theorem,
the above bordism and the metric g0 u c u g\ induce a concordance
between goljv" a n d g\\Nn This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3.

Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let Wn+ι be a 2-connected bordism be-
tween Mn and Nn . By Morse-Smale theory, there are handle decom-
positions of Wn+ι on Mn and on Nn without handles of codimen-
sion less than three. Thus, every metric g of positive scalar curvature
on Mn induces a metric S(g) on Nn , and conversely, every metric
g1 on Nn induces a metric S~x(g') on Mn. By Lemma 2.3, S and
S~ι depend only on concordance classes of metrics of positive scalar
curvature and are inverse to one another.

For every smooth manifold Mn and a positive integer / < dim Mn

the kernel of the homomorphism

m(Mn) - KOiF), [φ] » [φ*TMn]

describes the part of πi{Mn) which can be killed by surgery. For / = 1
it is the first Stiefel-Whitney class of Mn . For / = 2 it is the second
Stiefel-Whitney class of Mn , if Mn is a simply-connected manifold.

Let π be a finitely presentable group and let ω = (ω\, ωι) where
ωi € Hom(π, Z/2Z) and ω2 e Z/2Z. We say that Mn is a (π, ω)-
manifold if π\(Mn) = π , ω\(Mn) = ω\, and the homomorphism
%2{Mn) —• JPO(5 ' 2 ) is an isomorphism when πι = 1, and %i{Mn)
is trivial when α>2 = 0. If Mn is a closed manifold of dimension
> 5, then surgery killing the kernel of %2{Mn) —• KO(S2) induces a
2-connected bordism between Mn and a (π, ω)-manifold with π =
%ι{Mn), o)\ = ω\(Mn), and ω2 depending on the cokernel of the
homomorphism π2(Mn) ^ KO(S2).

The remaining part of the section is devoted to a proof of the fol-
lowing result.

THEOREM 2.4. For every (π, ω)-manifold Mn of dimension n >
6 there is a transitive and free action of a group πg(w, π , ω) on
πc

0(ΨSC(Mn)).

It is clear that Proposition 2.2 together with Theorem 2.4 imply
Theorem 2.1.
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π^(n, π , ω) are Hajduk's obstruction groups for the existence of
metrics of positive scalar curvature on (π, ω)-manifolds. Originally
Hajduk defined them for spin manifolds. The following few para-
graphs describe adaptation of his construction to (π, ω)-manifolds.

For every presentation a of π , a homomorphism π —> Z/2Z, an
element of Z/2Z, and a number n > 5 there will be defined a (π, ω)-
manifold with boundary W(π, α, ω) such that W(π, α, ω) = Dw

when π and ω are trivial and the following result holds.

LEMMA 2.5 ([H2]). Let Mn be a (π, ω)-manifold of dimension
> 5 . Then for an arbitrary presentation a ofπ there is an embedding
φ: W(n, a, ω) —• Λfw αras? α handle decomposition of Mn such that
φ maps the canonical handle decomposition ofBn(π,a, ω) onto the
union of all handles of codimension less than three.

Later on we will see that if T w ( π , α , ω ) is the doubling of
W(π, a, ω), then the set of concordance classes of metrics of positive
scalar curvature on T Λ (π, α, ω) is a group, and it does not depend
on the presentation a of π .

This paragraph contains the definition of W{π, a, ώ). Assume
that n > 5 and let π be a group with a presentation α = (a\, <?2 > >
^/ki 5 r2 > > Γs) and α>i £ Hom(π, Z/2Z). We can rearrange the
order of the generators such that

0 for 1 < i < I,

1 forι+l<ι<ί.

It is well known that for every n > 1 there are only two, up to
isomorphism, n-dimensional vector bundles en, γn over Sι. Let
Ώ(εn) and Ό(γn) be the unit disk bundles associated with εn and yn

respectively. The boundary connected sum of / copies of Ώ(en~ι)
and ί — / copies of B(γn~ι) is a manifold Fί with the fundamental
group free of / generators. For every relator r, of π there is a smooth
embedding rz: S 1 —• dV\, whose image in n\{V\) coincides with rt.
Since ω\ or r,- is trivial, the normal bundle to Ti(Sι) in 9Fi is trivial.
Let Ri be a trivialization of the normal bundle. The manifold Vι is
obtained from V\ by attaching the trivial disk bundle over D2 to d V\
along Ri maps. The diffeomorphism type of Vi does not depend on
the choice of the trivializations R[. For ω^ — 0 let W(π, a, ω) = V2

and for α>2 = 1 let W{π, a, ω) be the boundary connected sum of
Vi with a nontrivial (n - 2)-dimensional disk bundle over S2 (for
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n > 3 there are only two isomorphism classes of vector bundles over

Let Ύn(π, a, ω) = Όn(π, α, ω)Ua (-©"(π, α, ω)) be the doubling
of DΛ(π, α, ω) .

LEMMA 2.6 ([H2]). If n > 6 and α 0 , αi are presentations of a
group π, ίÂ w ίΛ^ ̂ te of concordance classes of metrics of positive
scalar curvature on Ίn{π, α 0 , ώ) and Ίn(π, a\, ω) are in a bijective
correspondence.

Lemma 2.6 follows from Proposition 2.2 and the fact that for n > 6
and two arbitrary presentations a\, a2 of π the spaces Ύn(π, a\, ω)
and Ύn(π, a2, ω) are 2-connected bordant one to another (for details
see [H2]). In the sequel we use the notation π^(n, π, ώ) for the set
of metrics of positive scalar curvature on Ύn(π, a, ώ).

The group structure on πc^[n,π,ώ) is induced by the following
operation. Let so, î be metrics of positive scalar curvature on
T w (π, α ? ω). The handle metric gcan induced by the canonical handle
decomposition of W(π, α, ω) will be called canonical. By Theorem
1.1, So and Si are isotopic to metrics of the form gC2Ln u CQ U gcan and
<?canUciUg Can respectively. Define [.solΦi] = [ίcanUcoUqu^can]. The
operation is well defined by Theorem 1.3. The neutral element is given
by the trivial concordance gcanUz) u a ω) +dt2 on dDn(π, α, ω) it-
self. The inverse to [g] is [—g] by the following result.

CANCELLATION LEMMA. Let c be a concordance between metrics
go and g\ of positive scalar curvature on a closed manifold Mn of
dimension greater than four and let -c = φ*(c) where

φ: (Mn x [ - 1 , 1]) -> {Mn x [ - 1 , 1]): (x, t) »-> {x9 -t).

Then the concordance c ug (—c) is relatively concordant to the trivial

one go + dt1.

Proof. Consider the product metric g + dt1 on [Mn x /) x / where
/ = [-1,1] . Smoothing the metric (cf. [G]) around the corners
Mn x {-1} x {-1} and Mn x {-1} x {1} of (Mn x I) x I pro-
duces the metric cugι (-c) on Mnxl = d{{Mn xl)xI)\(Mn x {1} x
(—1, 1)) and the product metric go + dt2 on Mn x {1} x / . Take
(Mn x [1, 2]) x [-0.5, 0.5] with the product metric go + dl2 + dt2 and
glue it to [Mn x I) x I identifying the common parts and smoothing
the corners. Obtain in this way the metric, which gives the required
relative concordance.
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By Theorem 1.1, an arbitrary metric g of positive scalar curvature
on a (π, ω)-manifold Mn is isotopic to a metric of the form gπ U
Cg U ̂ can where gπ is the handle metric induced by all handles of
codimension greater than two, gem is the canonical handle metric on
Bn(π, a, ω), and cg is a concordance. At the same time, an arbitrary
metric s of positive scalar curvature on T w (π, α, ω) is isotopic to
a metric of the form gc a n U gCan. Consider a pairing π^(n, π , ω) x
π§(PSC(MΛ)) -+ πg(PSC(Mw)) which assigns to [5] € πg(/i, π , ω)
and [#] e πg(PSC(Mrt)) the class [g# U c g U c 5 U gcan]. It is well
defined and constitutes an action by Theorem 1.3 and the Cancellation
Lemma.

Let us see that the action is free, i.e., if [s] [g] = [g], then s is
concordant to the standard metric gC3Ln U gcan on TΠ(π, α, ω). By
Theorem 1.1, [5] [g] = [g] if and only if gHUcgUcsU gcm is con-
cordant to ^ U ^ U £ c a n Theorem 1.3 implies that the concordance
is isotopic to a metric of the form

where c is a relative concordance between cg and cg\Jcs. The metric
s is concordant to the standard metric on Ύn(π, a, ω) if and only if
cs is relatively concordant to the trivial concordance gcan\dDH(π,a,ω)
By the Cancellation Lemma,

gcm\dDn(π,a,ω) + dt1 = -Cg UC^ = -Cg UCgUCs = Cs.

Let us now see that the action is transitive. It will be shown that
for two arbitrary metrics go and #i of positive scalar curvature on a
(π, ω)-manifold Mn there is a metric s of positive scalar curvature
on Ίn(π, a, ω) such that the metric obtained by the action of s on
go is concordant to g\. Take representatives gn U cgQ U gcan, gH U
Cg, U gcan, and ^ U C j U gcan of concordance classes of g0, gi , and
5 respectively. By the Cancellation Lemma, cgQ U (~cgo) is relatively
concordant to the trivial concordance. Hence, the metric given by the
action of gcan U (~cgo U ^ ) U gcan on go is concordant to g\. This
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

3. Concordance groups of PSC metrics. This section contains a def-
inition of the concordance groups of metrics of positive scalar curva-
ture, some of their elementary properties, and a proof of the following
result.

THEOREM 3.1. If Mn is a closed spin manifold of dimension > 6,
then the ith concordance group π^(PSC(M"), g) of metrics of positive
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scalar curvature on Mn is nontrivial for n + i = 4/c + 3, Sk, 8/c + 1
where k > 1 and iψ\,2.

Let {/?} stand for the south pole on Sι, let dx2 denote the
Euclidean flat metric of W, and let g be a fixed metric of positive
scalar curvature on Mn .

Construction of the concordance groups of metrics of positive scalar
curvature. Let π?(PSC(ΛF), g) be the set of concordance classes of
metrics of positive scalar curvature on Sι x Mn which are of the form
dx2 + g in a neighborhood of {p} x Af Λ in S1' x Mn . The group op-
eration on π?(PSC(Mw), g) is defined as follows. Let go a n d S\
be representatives of classes c*o, oc\ e π?(PSC(AfΛ), g). There is a
neighborhood D x ΛF of {p} x M w in *SZ x A/71 such that go > Si
restricted to it are of the form dx2 + g. Let g be a metric of posi-
tive scalar curvature on (S* #S*) x Mn given by identification of the
metrics go\{SiXM»)\{p}xM» a n d SιyxM")\{P}χM" along the open set
(D\{p}) x Mn . Define α 0 a\ as the concordance class of the metric
(φxidM)*(g) where φ is a diffeomorphism of Sι onto Sι#Sι send-
ing the south pole /? of Sι into a point q of Sι ,#Sι where the
metric g is flat. For / = 1, the set D\{p} has two connected com-
ponents, and it is important from which one the point q is chosen,
therefore, for / = 1, let the point q come from the third quadrant
of the first sphere. It is easy to see that the operation is well defined
and determines a group structure with the neutral element induced
by the class of a metric g& + g where g& is a metric obtained from
the standard sphere metric by making it flat in a neighborhood of the
south pole of S*.

The groups π^(PSC(Λ/w), g) depend only on concordance class of
the diffeomorphism φ, and this is why they are Abelian for / > 1. It
is easy to see that for concordant metrics go, g\ of positive scalar cur-
vature on Mn, the groups π£(PSC(Mn), g0) and πf(PSC(Mn), gx)
are isomorphic. One can also check that the map πo(PSC(M")) —•
πg(PSC(Mw)) has its analogs π, (PSC(Λ/Λ), g) -> π?(PSC(ΛP), g)
for / > 1, which are group homomorphisms.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let Mn be a simply-connected closed spin
manifold and let / = 0. By Theorem 2.1 there is a bijective cor-
respondence between elements of πg(PSC(Λfw)) and πg(PSC(Sw)).
Let πg(PSC(SfΠ)) be the subgroup of πg(PSC(Sw)) consisting of con-
cordance classes of those metrics that are boundary restrictions of
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metrics with positive scalar curvature on compact spin manifolds.
Hajduk defined a homomorphism a: πg(PSC(S")) -> KOn+\(pt) and
noticed that a is an isomorphism if the Gromov-Lawson conjecture
is true [HI]. Since the conjecture was proved to be true [S] the group
πg(PSC(5π)) are nontrivial for n = 4k + 3, 8k, 8k + 1, k > 1. This
proves Theorem 3.1 for simply-connected spin manifolds and i = 0.

If Mn be a spin manifold, then the product Sι x Mn is spin as
well. Therefore it is possible to kill the first two homotopy groups of
S* x Mn obtaining a simply-connected spin manifold Wn+X. When
n + i > 6 the surgery is performed in codimension > 3 and thus
it induces a map S: PSC(S< x Mn) -> PSC(H^ + 1 ) . By Lemma 2.3,
if go> g\ £ PSCOS1' x Mn) are concordant, then S(go)9 S(g\) are
concordant as well, in particular, S induces a map π?(PSC(Mw)) —>
7rg(PSC(HP™+1)). By Theorem 2.1 this map induces another one
πg(/ι, π, 0) -> πg(PSC(5w)), which will be still denoted by S. Fix
a metric g of positive scalar curvature on TΠ(π, α, 0). If the con-
nected sum —S(g) # g is taken outside the support of the surgeries
defining S, then S(-S(g)#g) = -S(g)#S(g). By the Cancellation
Lemma, —S(g)#S(g) is concordant to the standard metric on Sn.
Therefore, for every metric s of positive scalar curvature on Sn the
image of s#S(g)#g under S is concordant to s. This completes
the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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